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1.
1.1.

Introduction
On 9 February 1976, The Council and the Ministers of
Education meeting within the Council, adopted an education
action proqramme comprisinq a number of actions aimed at
promoting the education of migrant workers' children.
The Member States for their part have undertaken to develop
reception tuition, to facilitate the teaching of the language
and culture of oriqin, and to develop information facilities
for families.

The Commission has for its part organised a.

series of pilot schemes.
Member States where immigration was hiqh had, over some
ten years, qained considerable experience in the field of the
education of migrant workers' children.

It therefore seemed

logical to pron1ote pilot schemes <limed at developing and
consolidating the most noteworthy methods used.

This experi-

ment beqan in 1976 and is carried out within the framework of
national Legal and educational systems.

It is based, as far

as oossible, on the experience and knowledge acquired both
in the field of education and research, and takes into consideration the specific circumstances of immigration in each Member
State.
The experience gained in this field should and can now
be systematized ; the conclusions and examples of good practice
identified will make it possible to define those trends which
may be particularly useful in the search for ways and means of
improving the education of the children of migrant workers
in the Community.
• .. I • .•
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This report by the Commission is addressed to the
Council, Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee.
Its aim is to present a concise account of the results of
six years of joint experiments (1976-1982).

1 • 2.

The scope of the educational problems resulting from the
presence of more than two and a half million migrant workers'
children in Community schools is illustrated by the following
table :

Pre-school
education

Belgium (1981)

49.850

Denmark ( 1982)

988

School
education

Post-school
vocational
training

195.286 *

----

10.096

3.035

Germany ( 1981)

----

637.073

101.140

France ( 1981)

209.298

736.058 *

----

2.976

14.444

1 .091

The Netherlands
(1981)

20.700

80.205

----

United Kinqdom
(1982)

----

from 375.000
to 500.000

----

Luxembourg <1981)

283.812

from 2.048.162
to 2.173.162

105.266

not available

*

including full-time vocational training
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Compared with the total school population, the proportion
of migrant workers' children is very high in Luxembourg (39 %
of children in nursery school), in the French-speaking part of
Belgium <21,5 % of children in nursery school), and in Berlin
(22,9 % of children in primary and lower secondary schools),
r0latively high in France (10% of children in nursery school)
and in some L§nder of the Federal Reoublic of Germany (12 16 % in the primary and lower secondary schools in BadenwGrttemberq, Bremen,Hamburq, Hessen and North Rhine-Westphalia).
In view of the decreuse in the Local population in some
industrialized areas, these percentages are constantly and
rapidly increasing.

1 . 3.

In the face of the constant increase ·in the number and,
above all, in the percentage of children of migrant workers
in Community schools, two trends have emerged.

The first trend

is to adaot migrant workers' children to the patterns and
teaching methods of the educational system of the host country,

The second approach
aims essentially at changing the educational system to enable
it to take on the new educational tasks imposed by the, at
times overwhelming presence of immigrants. By coordinating
both trends, which are complementary rather than contradictory,
schools will be able to offer all their pupils an education
which meets the needs of immigrants and nationals alike.
with due regard for their basic needs.

1 • 4.

Accordingly, the reception tuition organised for immigrant
children in primary schools, aims first and foremost at promoting
acquisition by migrant workers' children of the instruments and
means of communication used in the host country, with a view
to providing the conditions requisite for a fruitful school
Life and social

inte~ration.

With the exception of those
... I • •.
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about to return to their countries of origin, immigrant children
tend to settle down fairly quickly in the class appropriate to
their aqe group.
As regards teaching of the lanquaqe and culture of origin
of migrant workers, this teaching has been devised with a view
to promoting development of the child's personal and cultural
identity in a perspective of integration into the new social
and educational environment and of mutual respect for cultural
differences.
In recent years, many schools have qone all-out to introduce
an intercultural education aimed at promoting cultural exchanges
between pupils of different origins, and at preparing the pupils,
by opening up the school to new fields of knowledge, for a society
which is increasingly marked by the presence of sizeable cultural
minorities.
The cornerstone of any innovation in education is without
any doubt the initial and continuing training of teachers.
Unless training is adapted to the situations brought about
by immigration, teachers will experience considerable difficulty
in mastering the innovations needed to carry out their educational
role.
All pilot projects observed between 1976 and 1982 have
contributed to teacher training and the development of new
teaching methods and material.

More than one third of these

experiments was directly concerned with teacher training and
the desiqn and production of teaching material.
Adhesion to and participation of both native and immigrant
families in the education~l schemes thus introduced would be an
•. . I . ..
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important contribution to education and a source of enrichment
for all involved, as well as a guarantee of social peace and an
element of European understanding.
Cooperation between schools and local authorities, immiqrant
or;.,nization, social services, trade unions and firms of all
sizes is essential at the present time. In regions in economic
decline in particular, schools must be aware of the r~alities
of everyday life.

1 • 5.

The Commission has used the instruments at its disposal in
order to analyse and systematise the experience qained in the
Member States and the results of the oilot schen0~, to make them
known outside national frontiers, to contribute to exchange of
information, and to stimulate educational innovation within the
Community. It has hereby bt?en particularly attentive to a
scientific assessment of the results. Finally, in the design
and analysis of its action, it has taken into account the guideLines defined by UNESCO and the Council of Europe.

2.

Criteria qoverninq the choice, implementation and exploitation
of pilot schemes
I

With a view to ensurinq maximum efficiency both of experimentation and of educational development, the Commission has
striven to comply with a number of criteria pertaining to the
localization and implementation of the pilot schemes, and to
the systematization and distribution of the most siqnificant
results.
• • • I .•.
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2.1.

Choice and implementation of the pilot schemes
The aims of the pilot schemes have been defined in the
Resolution of 9.2.1976.
Since each country has developed, in a relatively indepedent manner, its own forms and traditions in the field of
education of miqrant workers' children, it was possible to
entrust the schemes to experienced educational teams and thus
to benefit by optimal conditions of experimentation which could
take into consideration the work previously carried out by the
participating countries. In some cases, implementation of
the pilot scheme was the result of educational theories based
on a Long advance maturing process quided by groups of specialists.
The Commission naturally ~ave preference to these teams since
they seemed to offer precisely those conditions under which
the pilot scheme corresponds to an actual need for innovation,
and under which the outcome of the scheme may contribute to
and widen national debates on matters of education, without
influencinq further political decisions.

2.2.

Systematization and distribution of results
Each scheme subsidized by the Commission was given a
specific local evaluation in order to ensure the validity of
the conclusions of the experiment on the one hand, and to
make them available to the parties concerned on the other.
It was nevertheless left to the national or local authorities
to define the aims and methods of this evaluation so as to
adaot it with great flexibility to the actual circumstances
in the field.
~

• •• I ....
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With a view to promotinq an exchange of views and information, a seminar brinqinq together senior officials, those
responsible for the various schemes, and research workers
from all Member States, is orqanised at the end of each pilot
scheme. These seminars qive the organisers of the various
schc1es an opportunity to present the results of their activities and to submit them to the appreciation of well-informed
observers, while qivinq the Latter an opportunity to inform
themselves about educational methods in other Member States.
They have become a key source of information in the field of
the education of migrant workers' children in Europe.
Within the qeneral proqramme of consultation and exchanqe
of views between the Commission and the Council of Europe and
UNESCO, representatives of these organisations nlso attend
the seminars.
Other forms of information, althouqh less spectacular,
should also be mentioned : the visits the Commission regularly
makes to the pilot schemes, the study trips the teams may
undertake in addition to attending the seminars, and the
activities of the various committees and working ~roups of the
Commission.
Finally, the endeavours to systematize the results of
the pilot schemes comprise a comparative evaluation of these
schemes, entrusted in a first stage <1978-1980) to the ALFA
research group (University of Essen and Erziehungswissenschaftliche Hochschule of Landau), and later on (1981-1983) to the
ALFA group of the CREDIF <Ecole Normale Superieure de St Cloud,
Paris). The analysis and comparative evaluation was carried
out in conditions of strict academic objectivity. The relevant
reports are at the disposal of government departments and
researchers.
. • . I •••
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This summary report is based on the conclusions of the
comparative evaluation and on the analysi~ of the educational
needs of migrant workers' children and of the educational
methods meetinq these needs, as observed, in the course of
their activities, by the ALFA/CREDIF teams.
To that extent the considerations contained in this report
are not of a normative nature. They are based on pilot projects
carried out in a variety of situations, and reflect intensive
and varied teaching activities. It is up to the government
departments concerned and those responsible for the education
of migrant children to identify the principles and examples
of good practice which are appropriate to their particular
situation.
These conclusions and observations - which are both specific and suitable for general application- are intended to be
fed back into the educational debate at Community level, and
to contribute to the development of a common flexible and
consensual educational policy in favour of immigrants from
Member States and other countries.

3.

Action in the schools
The presence of miqrant children faces the authorities
with three main problems : reception, teaching of the language
and culture of origin, and interaction between two cultures
represented in the school.

3.1.

Reception teaching
Whether they were born in the host country or arrive before
they have reached school-leaving age, many children of miqrant
.•. I • ••
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workers continue to experience considerable difficulty in
findin~

their way in a school where the Language of instruction

is not that of their family and what is taught is based on
a cultural background which is sometimes very different from
that of their own family.
Reception teaching is therefore essential if the immigrant
child is to be given a nenuine opportunity of integrating into
the education system of the host country.

Such tuition consists

first of all of a number of measures aimed at ensuring that the
child is admitted to a class normal for his aqe group : Language
teaching, social integration, adaptation of knowledge.
A second set of essential measures is applied to the key
stages in the education system : transition from pre-school
to primary, fro~1 rrir11:1ry to secondar>' school, from Lower to
upper secondary and fro~ qeneral to vocational education.
The relationship between school and family constitutes a
third point of action.

Too often, the parents play no part in

the choice of schools or courses through Lack of information
or lack of means of communication.
. .• I ...
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The main forms of tuition to facilitate reception are
analyzed at each level
3.1.1.

Pre-school education
The key to social integration and Lanquage Learning is
the nursery school which the immiqrant child should attend as
early and as often as possible. There he Learns the Language
of the host environment quite naturally through contact with
local children and teachers.
Nevertheless, even if all immigrant children receive
pre-school education, special remedial measures are necessary,
e.g. to improve language and vocabulary through games, listening
and story telling in order to promote coordinated cognitive,
linguistic, and social development of the children (Limburg).
The scheme in Enschede, where Moroccan and Turkish assistants
have been helping teachers, has shown how the ability to Learn
and adapt socially can be stimulated by the presence of someone
who speaks the mother tongue. The presence of the language
and culture of the migrant children in the normal infant school
activities (stories, games, music, singing, rythmics) have contributed to the awareness of the different components of the educational Community and has had a positive effect on both immigrant
and native families (Limburg, Marseilles, Enschede, Lyons).
Bilingualism at an early age seems to be a vital element in
language learning and the intellectual development of children
who use different languages at home and at school. Experiments
in this field should be extended e.g. to bilingualism based on
the mother tongue.
• •• I . •.
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3.1.2.
3.1.2.1.

Primary education
Even where children have received pre-school education
from the age of three, many still need additional Language
tuition during the first two years of primary school.

By

definition foreign pupils who have gone through reception
classes, reception centres or other means of learning the
language of the host country, need additional language tuition
for two to three years (Odense).

3.1.2.2.

Intensive language training either on a one-to-one basis
or in small groups is to he recommended in areas with onlt
small numbers of immigrants or in cases where a school receives
a small number of new arrivals.

This tuition must be given by

specialized teachers, and cover a sufficient
per week to allow rapid progress.

numb~r

of hours

Flexible timetables, both

for children and teachers, as in the Odense scheme, may allow
the children to attend parts of eacn branch of education,
while facilitating cooperation between specialized teachers
and normal teachers.

3.1.2.3.

In areas with high immiqration, extra staff (teachers,
educational advisers, teachers of the mother tongue) are
essential to overcome the difficulties inherent in running
classes of which more than 30% are foreign pupils.

Further-

more, cooperation between schools and the social services has
an excellent effect not only on extra-curricular activities to
promote social integration, but also on the attendance and
motivation of pupils at school (Marseilles).
• .• I •.•
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3.1.2.4.

The freeze on recruitment of Labour <1973/74) gave rise
to the tendency on the part of non-Community immigrants to
extend their stay in the host country indefinitely.
Accordingly, these workers are still being joined by members
of their families and the reception of new arrivals remains
a serious problem in several Member States, especially the
Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands. The reception
of political refugees is an ongoing task.
Whatever the age of the pupil on his arrival· in the
host country, Language teaching should be as intensive as
possible. The pupil should not spend more than two school
years in individual reception tuition, reception classes or
a reception centre, except when an early return to the country
of origin is planned.
The successful outcome of this method is clearly demonstrated by widespread practice ~n France and in the United Kingdom.
The Leiden and the Enschede schemes as well as the homogeneous
reception classes organised in several Lander in Germany have,
on the other hand, shown that reception tuition may perfectly
well be bilingual.
There are between 10 and 18 pupils in the reception classes
so as to allow specialized or even individual tuition in the
language of the host country. The transfer of a pupil to a
normal class is best done gradually. The schemes in Enschede,
Leiden and Luxembourg have shown that gradual and individual
transition is possible. The Odense scheme is a particularly
noteworthy example. Individual timetables were planned for
the pupils of the reception classes, in order to allow them
to attend normal courses in Danish as they mastered this language,
and to gradually join in the activities of a normal class in
their age group, while continuing to receive back-up teaching
in Danish.
• •• I . •.
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3.1.3.

Secondary education
Although experimentation in this field under the auspices
of the Commission has only started <Belgian, Berlin, Dutch
and Danish pilot schemes) and is mainly focused on teaching
of the mother tongue and intercultural education, it has nevertheless been possible to analyse the situation in the Member
States and to identify those methods which could be generalised,
as well as the most urgent needs.

3.1.3.1.

For new arrivals aged 12 and over who have received
proper schooling in their country of origin, very intensive
instruction in the language of the host

cou~try

seems the

best way of enabling them to continue their own choice of
school studies.
The reception of new arrivals aged 15 to 16 who have
received little schooling is much more difficult and costly.
In Germany, intensive teaching of the language of the host
country has been successfully used within the framework of
pre-vocational

3.1.3.2.

training.

Entry into secondary education and the transition from
lower to upper secondary and to vocational training are
crucial moments in the school career of immigrant children.
Linguistic shortcomings are too often seen as insuperable
difficulties.

Able and motivated children are channelled

into the easiest vocational training schemes.

For there to
•. • I .• .
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be genuine equality of opportunity, considerable efforts have
to be made first in remedial teaching for immigrant children
entering secondary schools and secondly in the educational
and vocational guidance services. Individual counselling for
pupils in difficulty is strongly recommended. Furthermore,
one year full-time pre-training may lead to effective vocational
train1ng of foreign teenagers who have received little schooling.

3.1.3.3.

As regards language teaching, direct and intensive
language courses are aimed at establishing oral communication
ability, first passive and then active. When foreign pupils
are admitted to normal classes, their linguistic abilities
are easily overestimated by teachers. Although his ability
to communicate orally is relatively good, the pupil may find
himself completely at a loss when faced with schoolbooks and
the language used in class.
These two problems- the change from·spoken to written
language and then the transition to the formal and abstract
language used in teaching - are not exclusive to migrant
workers' children but affect them more than others. The
lack of methods and strategies aimed at remedying these difficulties is sorely felt. Once they have been planned, they
will also greatly benefit certain local school populations,
particularly the young pupils speaking dialects or regional
languages.

3.1.3.4.

An abrupt transition to working life at the end of
compulsory schooling is a severe handicap to the social
advancement of young immigrants. The importance and duration
• • • I • ••
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of vocational training in an industrialized society are often
not properly appreciated by the immigrant families.

Schools,

educational and vocational guidance bodies, immigrant welfare
services and immigrant associations should cooperate to ensure
th?~

families are better informed on the aims and importance

of vocational training.

3.2.

Integrated teaching of the language and culture of origin
All experiments related to the teaching of the language
and culture of origin have shown that this teaching can be a
major contribution to the development of a cultural and
linguistic identity and of a eositive
workers'

ch~ldrPn.

self-ir.'!~ge

in migrant

Lcnrning their mother tongue together with,

rather than in spite of, the school increases their ability
to become integrated into the social structures of the host
country, without obliging them to give up their own cultural
and linguistic specificity.

It may also have a beneficial

effect on the conceptual and linguistic attainments in the
language of the host country.

Insofar as it contributes to

making migrant children capable of living and assuming their
cultural specificity as an essential component of their
personal identity, it increases their ability to orientate and
to asse~t themselves in an unfamiliar environment.

It will

also contribute to the development of the psychological
qualities needed to overcome the difficulties inherent in a
possible re-integration into the educational and social systems
of the country of origin.
In the long term, the main objective should nevertheless
be to make this teaching scheme an integral part of the
education given to migrant workers' children, without needing
to resort to instrumental motives.

The development of

programm~s

and the adaptation of timetables in primary education will remain
.•• I . ••
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an essential task in the years to come. One thing, for
instance, that will have to be reconsidered is the number
of hours spent on teaching the language and culture of origin.
Acknowledgement of the intrinsic value of this teaching
will mean, even more than the cohesiveness of its educational
functions, adapting aims, course contents and methods used at
all levels of teaching of modern languages.

3.2.1.

Where an adequate coordination between normal cla$ses and
classes in the language of origin exists (Limburg, Marseille),
the school's syllabus may not only be respected in full, but
even be improved. The scheme in Limburg has been especially
instructive to this effect. Above all, it has shown the
usefulness from a teaching point of view of close cooperation
between native class teachers and foreign teachers in the
framework of the normal school syllabus. Furthermore, coordinating the teaching of the language of origin with intercultural
activities may open up new opportunities for intelligence
stimulation (Paris, Marseilles).

3.2.2.

It is not possible to actually achieve this coordination
in schools where the existing conditions do not encourage
effective cooperation between native and foreign teachers as
to the contents and organisation of daily work. Notwithstanding
the great differences in the status of headmasters according
to the country, all pilot schemes have shown that headmasters
play an essential part in the implementing of this cooperation
by the entire school staff, both native and foreign. But
headmasters cannot do everything by themselves. Time for
concertation should be granted the teachers, as integral part
of their professional obligations. On the other hand, the
••• I . •.
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authorities in charge of recruiting and appointing foreign
teachers should see t~ it that their training, motivation
and personal ability to cooperate with their colleagues in
the host country are equal to the task.
Once this cooperation has been established on a Long
term basis, the problems related to timetables, often put
forward as "proof" of the unfeasibility of integrated teaching
of the language and culture of origin, turn out to be surmountable. In actual practice, and provided that any misunderstandings between the parties concerned are not evaded, cooperation between class teachers and teachers of the lanquaye and
culture of origin regularly develops into a mutual enrichment
process for both pupils and teachers Ce.q. : Paris, Rue Hamelin
und Villejuif sch::Jols ; Enschede, Europaschool ; Belgian Limbu.r::..g_).
When teachers belonging to minority ethnic groups are
normally teaching, they could usefully be entrusted with the
task of teaching the lanquaqe of oriqin. This is in fact
rather rare and the teachers do not always have the necessary
qualifications for this kind of work. It is nevertheless
clear that these circumstances create particularly favourable
conditions for cooperation. Experiments to this effect are
presently carried out in a number of British schools and, more
systematically, in the Netherlands ; they should be encouraged.
The Schools Council has developed an original method aimed
at promoting increased coordination throuqh the production and
use of educational material. In so doinq it has succeeded in
fostering cooperation between schools and community centres,
of which there are many in the United Kingdom.
• .• I • •.
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3.2.3.

The continuity of the teaching of the language and culture
of origin between primary~nd secondary school is a problem
which has appeared there where pilot schemes have allowed pupils
to benefit from this teachinq in primary school. At present,
"ad hoc" solutions have been found. In some cases, existing
courses have been used <VH lejuif, Italian pupils at Bedford) ;
in other cases, pilot schemes are currently carried out
(Belgium). The best solution would be to give immigration
lanquages the same status ~s the 1st or 2nd language taught
in school, as is the case in several L~nder in the Federal
Republic of Germany.
In the long term, the Lanquages of migrant communities
should be granted the same status as the other basic subjects
taught in secondary schools. Education should acknowledge the
intrinsic cultural value of these languages.

Only a complete

command of the mother tongu~ will contribute to increasinq the
chances of access to employment in the host country or in the
country of origin.
Teaching of the language of oriqin, at secondary level, may
be performed by foreign teachers having the necessary qualifications to teach in secondary school in the host country. This
is the case in the German Lander, where immigration languages
have the status of 1st or 2nd foreign language.

. .. ! ...
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3.2.4.

The methods used to

t~ach

the language of origin (usually

a standard language which 1iffers from the family dialect)
cannot be those applied ir! the country of oriqin. The linguistic,
social and cultural enviro1ment of the miqrant child differs
fundamentally from that of a child learning his mother tongue
in his cotJntry of origin. These new teaching methods are far
from being perfect and sho td be promoted simultaneously by the
country of oriqin and the :ost country CEnciclopedia, BQrlin,
Schools Council).
Notwithstanding the p1 •sence, in the host country, of
many cultures and languaqe: the situation of the migrant
workers' child as o person emains basically marked by a double
cultural and linquistic rel 1tionship. Teaching of the language
of origin should therefore im at contributing to the development,
in each child, of a bilinqt 'ism meeting school requirements and
the demands of th~ families
Teaching should therefore be open
to the existence in the evervday life of the children of two
cultures and two Languages - the culture and lanquage of the
school and the host country Jn the one hand and the culture and
language of the family on th~ other hand. Teaching should not
ignore the mutual influence~ of the language of origin and the
language of the host country (Schools Council).

3.2.5.

In areas with low numbe' ~ of immiqronts and for ethnic
groups of which there are fe: representatives, the inteqrated
teaching of languages and cui tures qives rise to obvious
problems. Various approache. have been tried with varying
degrees of success
foreign teachers workinq i several schools
in teaching matters is dif icutt ;

collaboration

concentration of the weekl. periods into a single morning or
afternoon : language teach· 'lQ given in three consecutive
••• 1 •••
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periods is not as effcrtive as three peri0ds spread over
the week ;
qroupinq of several age qroups or group work

teachers must

be very experienced.

3.2.6.

These methods, which 1re sometimes combined, seem in any
event, to be more effectiv, than extra-curricular instruction
in the evcninq or on free lays or afternoons.
Untes~

there is very

tronq motivation on the part of

parents and pupils, course
very infrequently.

Late

11c

outside school hours are attended
:.Jr-:, transport difficulties, lack

of relaxation and recreatirn give rise to tiredness and lack
of interest which disrupt the whole educational process.
Nevertheless, in some case: which should be clearly defined,
there is no other alternatiJe to the organisation of such
courses.

Many

possibilitir~

then exist for the national or

local authorities to effect~vely support those responsible
for these courses, the emba~.sies or consulates of the countries
of origin or the minority cnmmunit ies themselves.

It is more

particularly in this case that obvious educational considerations
as well as respect for the demand of the miqrant communities
to maintain their lanquaqe

o~d

culture, greatly justify

effective educational and mvterial support by the authorities
of the host country.
• •• ! •••
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3.3.

Intercultural education
The joint development

n recent years of reception tuition

and teaching of the langua(J!' and culture of

ori~in

tends to

show- not despite the proq·ess made in this field but because
of it and through it - that these two mainstays of education
of migrant workers • chi ldre' profit by being brou9ht together
under the same roof, that o

intercultural education, in order

to fully achieve their aim. Implementation of a reception
tuition which is effectivel; open to cultural diversity as well
as of an integrated teachin( of the language of origin presupposes
that native teachers and ch1Ldren be awakened to the presence of
the migrant workers• cultur~ and be given a clearer view of their
value as a source of enrichn·•nt.

Intercultural education is thus

the ultimate step of an edtn ;tional method which, while respecting
cultural specificities, str1 2s to go beyond educational and
institutional comparmental i~; .tion, and aims at introducing methods
IJhich promote mutual underst,;ndinq of the civilizations represented in the school rather than merely increasing information.
If tuition classes and teaching of the language of origin should
be permeated with an interculttJral perspective, the key environment of that perspective is

~evertheless

the normal classroom,

where, it reaches, by means of the Language in which teachinq
takes place the entire school population.

3.3.1.

To design a form of educjtion containing intercultural
dimensions, the different cul~ures present in a society must
be recoqnized and acknowledq(·' as a factor of mutual benefit and
individual and social develor; 1"'nt (Council of Europe, CDCC,
group 7).
• •• 1 •••
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Obviously, the presence of pupils with a foreiqn lanquaqe
and culture in larqe number·s changes the school environment.
The school must acknowledge this change.

It is a well-known

fact that these chanqes do not occur smoothly and gradually
and give rise to apprehension on both sides.

Intercultural

education as it has been dPfined, is an educational instrument
liable to do away with mistJnderstandings and prejudices between
ethnic qroups and to fiqht xenophobia and racism from the
school aqe.
The intercultural persnective penetrates the school in
three staaes.

The first stdqe is based on the acknowledgement

of the fact that 10 %, 20% or even 80% of the pupils are
from different cultures to that of the host area ; teachers
and pupils must be made.aware of this diversity.
stage is a step towards

mutu~L

The second

understanding : nationals and

immiqrants Learn to accept ,:nd respect their differences.
The third and more constructive staqe is that of mutual enrichment in which the different cultures contribute to the acquisition
of new knowledqe and abilities.

3.3.2.

Common courses for pupils of the reception classes and
the normal classes are organised by most host countries, at
the rate of several hours per week.

Aesthetic and manual

activities create numerous possibilities for fruitful contacts
and exchanqes between native and foreiqn pupils, even if the
latter only have a limited command of the language of the host
country.
The Enschede experiment shows that both foreign and native
children benefit by these common activities. Here aqain, success
depends on the degree of cooperation between foreign and native
teachers.

• •• 1 •••
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Int_~~terJ

3.3.3.

teachinq c r the !.anguaf!e and culture of origin

is one of the main

instruw~nts

of intercultural education.

The presence, in the school, of other languages qives native
children

~

clearer viPw of their value, destroys the myth that

Le ... min9 a foreiqn Lanau::.tg.• is difficult, and promotes the
awareness that thP foreiqn children's bilingualism is an
enrichment rather than
It

J

c use of "problems".

is important that , Jordination of school subjects be

based on the princirle of 1eciprocity; it will then lead
to an integration of the ct.Ltures of migrant workers' children
into normal cLasses and autc<nat i cal Ly open up the fieLd of knowLedge to the civilization of the countries represented in the
school <Paris).
All the new elements b:uuCJht by the immiqr.Jnt pupils and
their families Cr:ivi I izatin,,, rnu';·ir., plastic arts, paint in!),
sinqinq, qeoqraphy, history, economics ••. ) constitute an
enrichment of the school
far from being fully

COI.~r:Junity

exploit~d

Schools Council, f'1usic

the potentiaL of which is

(Marseilles, Limburq, Enschede,

oroj~_E_!_).

Further exploration of this

potential would introduce an element of intercultural development into the curriculum of the host country which would also
be

beneficial to native children.

Furthermore, it would meet

the urqent need to update curricula due to internationalization
of exchanges and communications.

3.3.'t.

Educational exoloitati_; ·of the linquistic diversi!_t as
it is carried out in the Lon :on experiments <LINC,. Schools
Council) is a promisinq way ( f promotinq accept<Jnce of this
diversity as something norma1 and enrichinq.

Through due
•• • I •• •
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consideration of the social functions of language, this educational method is liable to qive both foreign and native
children speaking dialects or

re~ional

languages a clearer

view of the value of their language and culture.

In the mean

term, it could contribute to acceptance by teachers of the

teaching of the language and culture of origin as an integral
part of curricula, which is both feasible and beneficial to all.

3.3.5.

Since it aims at facilitating contacts and exchanges between
foreign and native school populations, intercultural education
naturally tends to implicatv people and agencies outside the school.
By integrating parents, and more particularly foreign parents,
into school life, by opening up the school to its environment,
by cooperating with social and cultural services, migrant associations and neighbourhood action qroups, interculturalism gradually
permeates the social,

profe~sional

and cultural relationships

between the different communities. Schools may only benefit
by this openinq up to the everyday life of their tarqet populations, without imperilling fundamental education (Marseilles,
Frais Vallon; Council of Europe).

4.

Action with regard to teachinq material and staff
Experiments at school level cannot be effective unless
they are supported at the same time by the creation of educational material adapted to the situation created by immigration,
and active teacher training schemes.
• • • I • ••
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1•• 1.

Production and distributior of teaching material
The lack of adequate

t

·aching material is a feature in

almost all sectors of educa ion for migrant workers' children.
If this lack may be partly

xplaincd by the fact that the

relatively small scooe of tie market does not appeal to the
publishing trade, it Lies at l the more with governments of the
Member States to promote - u1d even subsidize - the development
of this material.
The desiqn and product"i·>n of material for the teaching of the
language and culture of oriq n requires cooperation between the
host country and the country of oriqin, and much has still to
be done in this field, so th t these courses meet the requirements of alL oart i es concerr;·

ri.

If the intercultural di, 2nsion should be emphasized

producinq teaching material · )r migrant workers

1

~Jhen

children,

the same is true of the material and schoolbooks produced for
normal teaching.

The presenc • of migrant workers and of their

fami l ics has become a permanc .t 'feature of our societies ; it
should not be ignored in scho lbooks.

4.1.1.

In France, in the United Kingdom and in Germany, there
now exists a great diversity [ f material for ;caching the
languages of these countries
foreign

language~.

and Italy
field.

~ave

t~

children and teenaqers as

The Nether'ands, Dutch-speaking Belgium

only a relativc.y recent CKperience in this

In Denmark and Greece, the first trials are in progress •

... ! ...
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As regards the major

anquaqes, this

m~terial

is usually

based on languaqe co..Jrses

f -;vcd

r·1odifications \.lith a

t'J adaptinq this material to migrant

workers' children

'Jie\.1

are no\.1 l~ing

1broad to an <':1ucated public.
implemented.

A number of problems I 1ve still to be solved everywhere,
such as the simultaneous

l~

1rninq of the languages of the

host country dnd the countr1 of origin, and the transition
from everyday language to t1e formal language used in teaching.
The material produced withi

1

the framework 6f the Odense scheme

particula'rly stresses simul :aneous learning of the language
and culture of the host cou 1try by new arrivals and can serve
as an example.

4.1.2.

The need for material

esiqned to teaching the languaqe

of the country of origin in a foreiqn environment is greater
stilt.

The pilot schemes irolemented by the Istituto della

Enciclopedia Italiana, the !inistry of Education in Greece,
the Schools Council and the Senator fur Schulwesen, Jugend und
Sport in Berlin, with a view to producing schoolbooks and
teaching aids for the teaching of Italian, Greek, Bengali
and Turkish, are the first of their kind.

It is now possible

to draw some conclusions whi :h should be taken into account
in further developments.

Ef 'orts have been made to adapt the

contents to the requirements of intercultural education
(Enciclopedia).

The fact th.lt the realities of immigration

have been used as startinq pt int deserves particulnr attention
(Schools Council).

The crea1 ion of favourable institutional

conditions simultaneously wirn the production of material
for teaching the language of 1riqin increases the chances of
optimal use (Berlin).
• •• 1 •••
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An enormous <lrr.ount o

work has st i l•· to oe done, such as

promotion of other lane 1ages of origin ;
production of material 1dapted to the various levels and
strenms of education ;
adaptation of

materi~L

o the extremely diversified condi-

tions met with in the t· achinq of the lanquaqe of origin,
such as number of hours ocr week available for these courses
and different levels of knowledge of pupils.
It should furthermore

je

stressed that the use of more

adequate teaching material in no way
continuinq tri.!in'inrJ.

replace~

extensive

On tl ·, contrary, it is a well-known fact

that the more sophisticatec the tPachinq material is, the more
training the teachers need.

4.1.3.

The pupils i.ind te,1cher·
disadvantoqe in the

m~ny

for systematic remedial

<1re

ill~;o

at a considerable

dr• as of remedial teaching.
te<11

The need

iting in the process of learning

the language of the host coLntry is acknowledqed by all educational authorities, but the teachers responsible for this
tuition are often left to i:1.;>rovise.

Remedial teaching in

other subjects, such as math!matics, science, history,
geography, economics, etc., is a field where the specific

needs of immigrant children .hould also be taken into consideration.

Intercultural education is a relatively recent innovation
in teaching.

Production and distribution of material are

limited even if this materia
(Paris, Marseilles).

is sometimes particularly remarkable

The ex 1ange of experience
~I

and teaching
••• 1 •••
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material between all thos• who are exploring and contributing
to the distribution of in,~rcultural ideas throughout traditional subjects, the creation of new courses and the development of teaching aids are therefore extremely important.

4.2.

Traininq of teachers
Any reform of teachinr automatically implies changing
the teachers' traininq. T1e large numbers of migrant workers'
children entering Communit schools have therefore resulted
in a revision and an adapt tion of the initial, additional
and continuing traininq of teachers.

4.2 .1.

Initial training of teacher:,

4.2.1.1.

Initial traininq in tl: teaching of immigrant children
is being introduced in most Member States. It is usually
optional, but sometimes com1ulsory (certain Lander in the
Federal Republic of Germany, and is aimed either at a
general introduction to the educational and social problems
of miqrant workers' childrer, and teaching in a multi-cultural
environment, or at

speciali~ation

<Germany, the United Kingdom

"German, English for foreiqr·ers").
Special traininq model~, aimed at a general introduction
to the educational needs of niqrant workers' children may
easily be incorporated into ~he initial training of all teachers
in immigration countries.
In specialized training

priority is qiven to
••• ! •••
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tE.>achinq of the

of the host country in the

lan~uage

particular conditions in)erent in immigration, and focused
on practical

aspect~

;

<!Xtensive in"form<ltic.n ,Jn the social anrJ

c:~;.tunl

.structures

of the country of origin. and the causes and effects of
immigration ;
the techniques and canter t of intercultural education, with
the emphasis on cooperati)n with foreign teachers in class
(team teaching) ;
the rossibi l ity of furth£ ·ing the knowledge of one of the
languages of origin, in
the pupils 'lnd

4.2.2.
4.2.2.1.

~1it!1

~

ew of the need to communicate with

their f.Jmilies.

Continuinq training of teach; rs
The first staqe of

cont1nuin~

training for experienced

teachers working in schools 1;ith Laroe numbers of immigrant
children, may be used to qivc them extensive information on
the social situation of the migrant workers' families and on
their culture and civilizatio·1 of origin, followed by an
introduction to the technique. of reception tuition and
intercultural education (Brus els, Ministry of National Education).
The subject matter of th. advanced
should be identical to that o
training.

continuin~

training

the specialized initial

The work of the AL1 \ group has highlighted the

necessary interactions betweer initial and continuing training
courses.
• •• 1 •••
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4.2.2.2.

The pilot scheme impl ~mented in North Rhine-Westphalia
for Italian and Greek teac ters has hiqhlighted the value and
the effectiveness of a clo:e cooperation of the host countries
and the educational servicEs of the consulates with a view to
improvinq the output of foreiqn teachers working in reception
classes or in classes teac~ing the language or culture of
origin.

4.2.2.3.

An important step towz~ds continuing and joint· training
of foreign and native teach~rs has been taken in the pilot
scheme organized by the r1iristry of Education in France.
The principle of this joint training is to stimulate cooperation
between te<lchers and to int ·educe intercultural elements into
the traininq of these teach rs.
The instruments of thi type of joint and co-operative
training are the consular S• hool inspection services of the
country of oriqin on the ont hand, the continuing training
institutions, the school in~oection and educational counselling
services of the host country on the other hand (CEFISEM in
France, Beqeleidings- en con3ultatiediensten in the Netherlands,
Teachers Centres in the Unit~d Kinqdom, local teacher-training
centres ••• ). Another advantage of these continuing training
models is that they can be adapted to varied local school
realities.

4.2.2.4.

Where continuing trainirg sessions have .been organised
on a large scale, the lack 01 qualified and experienced
instructors was felt. This · ~ one of the consequences of the
fact that training of teacher ~ for reception tuition of
migrant workers' children ha! been entrusted until now to
a relatively limited number c f special i'>ts. Furthermore the
•• .. I •••
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instructors teaching the different branches of instruction
should also be prepared to take int~ account the educat{6nal
needs of migrant

~orkers'

c~ildren

as well as the multicultural

character of the educationaL and social e11vironme.1t.
Additional training op•n to new qraduates and to experienced
teachers should therefore c •mplement continuing training.
High-level additional train nq should also be organised for the
latter, so as to be able to recruit educational advisers and
instructors for continuing ·raining from their ranks.
This type of training' ill no doubt remain, at least
for a while, the best way o

traininq specialized teachers

capable of promoting in the1 • schools adapted educational
methods and cultural u:Jen-m',

4.2.2.5.

~rledness.

Within the framework of continuing traininq, joint
training sessions should aLSt· be organised for pre-school
monitors, primary and

second~ry

teachers, vocational training

instructors, educationalists and educational psychologists,
employment office counsellors, and social workers, so as to
promote an exchange of experience and cooperation between all
parties involved in the educational and social inteqration
of pupils and families, withe Jt for all that neqlecting
specific traininq of these sp,cialists CALFA, CREDIF> •

... ! ...
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4.2.3.
4.2.3.1.

Training of foreign teacher
All teachers wishing tr work to help immigrants should
learn the Language of the fl~ure host country thoroughly
during their initial traininq. The host country, for its
part, should provide foreigr teachers with the opportunity of
perfecting their linquistic ~nowledqe, particularly the language
used in schools and in teacting.
The Landau scheme has s :rived to define the contents of
the additional training a fo ·eign teacher should receive to
be able to become a useful

~

mber of a teaching staff in the

host country. The foreiqn t acher should be familiar with
the school system and the te ching methods in the host country.
He should be aware of the spr cial difficulties of immigrant
children .Jnd have an adequatt knowledge of the social and
cultural problems of immigrnr ts.

A very important aspect

of additional training is th~ teaching of the language of
oriqin in a foreign environme1t. The Landau scheme has shown
that at least part of this ad·iitional traininq should be given
in the host country, with the cooperation of the country of
origin.

4.2.3.2.

The principle of joint training of foreign and native
teachers presupposes that ~ss to additional traininq be
open to foreiqn teachers. In this type of training, part
of the course should be qiven ~eparately in order to meet
specific needs. This would al .ow to make good the differences
that might exist in initial tr 1ininq and to give a more thorouqh
knowledge of the methods to be used when teachinq the language
of origin in a foreign environ ~nt. The scope of common courses
should nevertheless be great e ough to justify the granting
of additional training diploma
of origin and the host countr>

acknowledged by the country

••• 1 •••
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4.2.3.3.

In the long term,

con~itions

could be provided in which

foreign teachers, who wish to extend their stay in the host
country beyond the planned date, may be granted a professional
status
----

similar to that of focal teachers.

Where the authorities

of the host country recruif and inspect the foreiqn teachers,
this is possible as shown I
In other cases,

leg~l

y

the Dutch and German examples.

and ; dministrative obstacles could be

removed in the framework o• cooperation between the country
of origin and the host courtry.

4.2.3.4.

Integration of

miC)r<~nt.

or second generation migrants

in the teilchinq profession, by means of normal initial
training should be encourag d.

The English "Access Courses"

aimed at offcrinq young mig ants an opportunity to prepare
for normal teacher traininq courses, are a first step in this
direction.

In scver(ll Liind. r in Germany, second generation

migrants have access to the practical training courses after
the 1st State exam.

s~

Cooperation between the
country and those of the

5.1.

educ~tional
co~1try

authorities of the host

of origin

Pi lot schemes on the te ·ching of the languaqe and
culture of origin and on the training of teachers have shown
how useful this cooperation

s at various levels :

as regards teachers, orqar 1sed cooperation would greatly
facilitate educational te; nwork.
cooperation

eventu~lly d~

Although success of this

·nds on the teachers themselves,

the creation of favourablt conditions uould greatly stimulate and promote it ;
... ! ...
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as regard5 the planninq

t.

f syllabuses and the development

of teaching material, cor0eration would facilitate implementation of inteqrated tearhing of the language and culture
of oriqin ;
as regards cooperation be:ween educationalists, research
workers and instructors f1r instructors from the country
of origin and the host co

~ntry,

everything leads us to

believe that this type of cooperation would be a source of
new and fruitful ideas.

t could be promoted within the

framework of "joint curri ula" developed by higher education
institutions and/or teach· rs' training colleqes ;
as regards training of in: tructors, the joint .involvement
of the parties concerned ;

1

the training sessions would

promote future cooperatior between teachers ;
as regards government expe ·ts, consultation would allow
to define guidelines and a ·tion programmes.

3.2.

At present, official cooperation between the country of
origin and the host country is mainly in the administrative
field : secondment or release of teachers, verification of
teachers' qualifications, drawing up of timetables, allocation
of school premises.
There have been some notemrthy measures with regard to
coooeration on teaching method , but on the whole this is
fairly limited.

It

has been

a ·rl

still is very fruitful in a

number of pi lot schemes carri£> ' out under the auspices of the
Commission.
• •. ! .••
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6.

Conclusions and guidelinr>·
The Commission's rcp0rt on pilot schemes on the education
of the children of migrant workers, carried out between 1976
and 1982, is aimed at the •dtJcational C\nd policy-making authoritie~

and is o conci<.e rn •sentation of r>xarnplPs of good

practice, principles and c ·ientations based on the analysis
of innovatory activities.
Researchers, administ ators, teachers, and representatives
of parents' associations w o wish to know details of the conditions of the experiments,

esults or other aspects of comparative

evaluation, arc referred t

the documents concerning these pilot

schemes (available from th• Eurydice Centrnl Unit).
Neither this report

n~

the conclusions are intended to

fulfil <my normative funct -·, ;n.

The principLes and examples

of good practice which havf' come out of the',(' <;,:llernes are
intended to c>nrich tt1e l:or:1r:. ,nity-wide debate .1nd to contribute
to the devP.lopment of

Z~

joi.1t educational pol ic>' in favour of

immigrants from Member Stilt· s or other countries.
The experiments, and t:

~

work that has been done in terms

of analysis and comparative evaluation, have produced the
following conclusions and<)\ idelines :
1.

Pre-school education nN Is to be enriched.

The education

of chi ldrcn under 6 bent>· its by taking into account the
linguistic and cultural
ground, while ensuring

haracteristics of the home backt

at they integrate in the society

of the host country thro qh both play and work.
• • • I •••
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2.

An immiqrant child, r Jilrdless of whether he is a first
arrival or a second o· th1rd qeneration immigrant, has
a right to reception 1 ·'!Ching adapted to his particular
situation.

This is

education and

p~·t

vo~~tion

of the fundamental right to school

•l traininn.

There are ;.~~ many rnetl· ,Js of reception as there are situations.
A number of Qeneral princi LPs can, however, be identified
the effectiveness of th
lanquage is proportionA

teachinq of the host country's
~ to its intensiveness ;

to learn the language o' the host country, and to adapt to
its society, support ac1 ivities are required, both for pupils
who have gone through a )hase of reception tuition and for
certain second or third 1eneration immiqrants, who are placed
in normal classes from t :e beqinning and who experience difficulties in inteqratinq ;,, the school environment ;
the school uuthorities s:.ould be well <Jware, not only of the
current need~ of foreign pupils, but also of the way those
needs change according t( the nature of immiqration.

3.

Teachinq of the lanquaqP and

~ulture

of oriqin at erimary

school level can be a s1 1nificant contribution to the
development of the child's personality and the acquisition
of knowledge and skills.
system concerned determi
languaqes and cultures

01

Circumstances and educational
~ whether the teaching of the
oriqin forms part of the normal

timetable or not. Whoe, :· is in charge of such teaching
(schools, consulates, im iqrant communities) it must be
coordinated with ordinar
and content, if it is no
of educational effective

education, both in terms of methods
to lose a considerable degree
~s.
This implies that those who
••• 1 •••
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teach the languages

a~

cultures of origin should be

considered as full membPrs of the teaching team.
In secondary education it is strongly recommended that the
tanquaqes of the immigr .nt communities should be qiven the
s.Jme status as other bLJ ic subjects.
development of immiqran

The maintenance and

cultures in the host country merits

the particular attentio1 of the educational authorities,
both in view of the intrinsic value of, and the· increased
access to those culture! which would be the result.

'•·

In school education aimE J at a population with different
cultural backgrounds, th · intercultural aspect is u factor
of mutual enrichment and individual and social development,
benefiting both local an

5.

immigrant children.

The design and developmcrt of teaching methods and materials
correspondinq to the need; of children of immigrants and
a multicultural society

s~1ould

be qiven the highest priority

at all Levels of educatiot•.

6.

Teacher training is the hiqhest priority of all. Future
teachers and teachers now ~orking should be given the
opportunity to acquire in-jcpth

kno~tedge

of the

probl~ms

of immigration, the princhles of reception twition, and
intercultural counselling 1nd education.

-38'LIST OF THE PILOT SCHEI ES nELATED TO THE EDUCATION OF
fHGRAfH ORKERS 1 6fiLDREN
Location

Years

Subjec /Nationalities

Level of Education

Primary education
(6 to 8)
Pre-primary and primar)
education (4 to 8)
Primary education

RECEPTION METHODS
Waterschei/
Winter5laq
NL Enschede

19l6 - 1979

Ital i<~r , Greek, Turkish

1979 - 1982

Turkis~.

NL Lei den

1977 - 1980

LU Luxembourg

1978 - 1981

OK Odense

1977 - 1980

New arrivals Turkish. Moroccan
In a mu tilingual area Italian,. Portuquese
In a lo11 immigration area UK Commc,m1eal th

8

Moroccan

Primary education
Primary education

TEACHING OF THE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE OF OR•GIN - INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION
8

Limburg
F Paris

1979 - 1982
1976 - 1979

F Marseilles

1979 - 1982

UK Bedford
UK London
8 Limburq

1976 - 1980
1980 1982 -

Min. Educ.
1983 <French Speak.)
OK Copenhagen
1982 -

8

TRAINING

OF

Italian, Greek, Turkish
Italian, Portuguese, SerboCroat, !panish
Italian, Portuguese, Turkish,
ArCJb
Italian, Penjabi
Greek, F~ngali
Italian, Greek, Turkish
(~lorocc;: ')
Remedial teaching Guid.1ncc
Remedial teachinq Guidance

Primary education
Primary education
Primary education
Primary education
Primary education
Secondary education
<12 to 15)
Secondary education
(12 to 15)
Secondary education
(13 to 16)

TEACHERS - FURTHER TRAINING

D NordrheinWest fa len
F Min. Educ.
8 Brussels
0 Landau

1976 - 1978

Greek an•. Italian teachers

1976 - 1978
1979 - 1981
1981 - 1982

F Min. Educ.

1982

French ard foreign teachers
Belqian teachers
Further training Italian
teachers
French and foreign teachers

DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION MATERIAL
IT Istituto della
En ci c l. It a l .
GR Min. Educ.
0

Berlin

1980 -

1982 1982 -

UK Coventry

1981 - 1983

F Paris

1983

For !tal~·~ pupils in frenchspeaking ountries
For Greek pupils in the
Federal ~·public of Germany
For Turki h pupils in the
Federal R• public of Germany
For child.cn of Irish migrant
workers ;, Britain
f>1usic and ;inqinq didactics
EC and em .Jration countries

Primary education
Primary education
Secondary education
<10 to 16>
Primary education
Pre-primary and primary
education (3 to 9)
••• 1 •••

Location

Years

Subject/Nationalities

Level of education

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION AND EDUCATION MATERIAL

UK London

1980

LMP, LINC *

Ethnic minorities 1n the
United Kingdom

Primary and secondary
education

COMPARATIVE EVALUAriON OF PILOT_ SCHnlE~

*

D

ALFA

F

CREDIF *
LARESSO *

* LMI'
LINC
ALFA
CREDif
LARES SO

1976 - 1979
1979 - 1982
1979 - 1982

Recept
Jnd cu
Recept
~nd cu

on methods - Teaching of the lanquage
ture of oriqin - Intercultural education
on methods - Teaching of the language
ture of origin - Intercultural education

Linguistic Minorities ProjPct
Language Information Netwo1 ~ Coordination
llusbi ldung von Lehrern fiir ~uslanderkinder
<Universitat Essen>
Centre de Recherche et d'Et 1de pour la Diffusion du Francais
<Ecole Normale Supcrieure c · Saint-Cloud)
Laboratoire de Recherche er Sciences Sociales

LIST OF lHE. SEMINARS REI.f.TING TO PILOT SCHEMES

Since 1978 the Commission has orqan~ ;ed a series of seminars to promote
the cxchanqe of views and experiencf between those responsible for the
various pilot schemes, research worl •rs and senior officials responsible
for the management of education for 1iqrant workers' children.
These seminars normally take place a the end of a pilot experiment.
The following seM.inars have been held
Hasse..!.!., 1978

Recepti, rt methods for 6 to 8 year-olds
(Winter· laq/Waterst:hei pi lot scheme)
T('achint of the lanquaqe and culture of origin
(Paris 1 i tot scheme)

Noordwijkerhout, 1979

Recepti(1 methods for new arrivals aged 6 to
10 year£ CLeiden pilot scheme)

Brussels, 1979

Further training for teachers responsible for
4orkers' children

mi~rant

Cranfield, 1980

Teachinc of the lanquage and culture of oriqin
(Bedfor( pilot scheme)

Avernaes, 1980

Receptic, methods in a low immigration area
(Odense .; lot scheme)
Comnarat ve evaluation of pilot schemes
Developntt nt of teachinq milter1al of Italian
immiqrant children

Hengelhoef, 1982

Teachinq ~f the lan~uage and culture of origin
(Belgian Limburq pilot scheme)

Marseilles, 1982

Teachinq of the language and culture of oriqin
(Marseill~s pilot scheme)

Brussels, 1982

Further t ·aining for teachers responsible for
miqrant w •rkers' children
<Land;w a 'd Brussels pi lote schemes)

Brussels, 1983

Developme. t of education matt•rial
(Berlin, nciclopedia Italiana, Schools Council>

Bad Boekelo, 1983

Recept ic0 ·net hods for 4 to 8 year-olds
(Ensrhedf~ :d lot scheme>

Rome, 1983

Oevelopmf'r.: of a multi-media system for italian
chi ldrcn , ~-nc i clopedi a I tali ana)

The preparatory summary documents and
as well as a selection of information
been gathered by the EURYDICE Central
Copies may be obtained on request.

lnal reports for the colloquiums
tterial on the pilot projects has
.t and may be consulted.

September 1983.

